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INTRODUCTION

The infinite open loop gain, AOL of an ideal op amp or as high AoL as 200,000 for
realistic op amp 741C is of no use for most applications in which op amp can be
used. The open loop gain is also not a constant. It varies with changes in the
temperature, power supplied, and manufacturing techniques. With such a laige gain,
the output corresponding to a small input voltage gets clipped to +VUT or -VaT.
Moreover for output voltages within the saturation voltages, the input voltages, have
to be of the order of a few microvolts. Such low voltages are difficult to obtain even
in laboratories. Since in linear amplifiers the output voltage is proportional to the
input voltage, therefore the open loop operational amplifiers cannot be used.
However, in certain applications like comparators (already discussed in Unit 9) and
square wave generators open loop amplifihs are used.

In order for using the op amp in linear amplifiers and most other applications, it is
essential to design some external circuit. Such a circuit is made using the concept of
negative feedback which will be discussed later in section 8.7. In this application
based Unit, unless stated otherwise, we shall use op amp 741C. The output pin is
connected to the inverting input pin 2 using a resistor. It can be shown that the gain
of such an amplifier with negative feedback, .which is known as the closed loop gain,
AOL is totally independent of the open loop gain, AoL of the op amp and depends
only upoa externdl circuit parameters.

Objectives
After studying this unit, you should be able to:

0

draw the circuit diagram for the inverting amplifier and find out its ~losed'loop
gain, ACL,
use an inverting amplifier as a multiplier or divider,

0

design an inverting amplifier with a particular gain,

0

draw a circuit diagram for a non-inverting amplifier and frnd out its closed 'loop
gain,

/

L

draw a circuit diagram for an inverting adder and use '&is circuit for a channel
amplifier,

'

e

draw the circuit diagram for a basic differentiator and show
that the output of
,
'
such a circuit is the derivative of the input waveform,

e

draw the circuit diagram for a basic integrator and show that the output of such
a circuit is the integral of the input waveform,

e

explain the concept of feedback in amplifiers.

8.2

INVERTING AMPLIFIER

Introduction
Consider the circuit given in the Fig.8.1. In this circuit the output pin 6 is connected
through a resistor RF to the inverting input pin 2. The input voltage is given to pin 2
through an input resistor RI. The inverting input pin 3 is grounded. The output pin G
is also grounded througH a resistor Rt In this circuit, two realistic but very
simplifying assuqptions are made which are as follows. If thc output voltages is not
in saturation then the dikerential input is zero and the current entering into inverting
and non-inverting input pins is negligible.

Fig.8.1: Inverting amplifier.

Positive input

A positive input voltage (+VI) is applied to the inverting (-) input pin 2 through
input resistor RI and the feedback resistor RF providcs tho necessary feedback &om
the output to the input. As per the realistic assumptions made above, no current is
entering into the op amp through pin 2. And because non-inverting (+) input pin 3 is
grounded, therefore pin 2 is also at ground voltage, i.e. OV. Thus though the pin 2 is
not connected to the gtound, yet it virtually appears to be grounded. It sllould be
noted that in the equivalent circuit of an op amp (Fig.7.9) pins 2 and 3 are
connected to each other tluougl~a very high resistance (ideally infinite). We,
therefore, say that pin 2 or the inverting input is at virtual ground.
In the circuit of Fig.8.1, the current through RI is decided by the voltage drop across
it. One end of R, is connected to +Vl and another end is at OV. Therefore, the
voltage drop across RI is +V, The input c m n t , Z,, flowing through R, from a point
of higher potential to a point of lower potential (1.e. pin 2 which is at OV ) is

Since the current docs not entar he op opp, therefore I, has to flowthrough RI,
Therefore, I,, the c m t flowing through RF is equal to I,, That is I I, IF Thus
the voltage drop across RF is
Putting for 1 from Eq, (8.1) we get
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Since p b 2 is at virtual ground, RL is in parallel with RF Therefqre, the m d t u d e
of VF is equal to Vo. But V, is negative because the current flows from pin 2 (which
is at OV) to pin 6. Thus, Vo the voltage between pin 6 and ground is

;

Y' R F = - - R~ VI (using Eq.8.3)
-- - Rf
The closed loop gain of the amplifier, Aa, is
Rl

.<

Thus AcL depends on RF and R1 only and does not at all depends on the open loop
gain operational amplifier. Since AcL is negative, that is may we call this
co guration of the amplifier as inverting amplifier. The choice of RF and.RI is in
the hands of the designer and the gain of practically any value can be obtainad. In
all practical applications the value of R1 should be chosen to be large, say 10 kF1, so
that it does not short out the inwt resistance of the op amp.
The output current I. ia the sum opthe current I flowiing through R, and the current
IL = VdRL flowing through the load RL' Thus
I , = I t It
(W
While designing an op amp basd amplifior, the mount of cvrant required at the
output should also bo kept in mid. 'Fhs value of I is net by VI and RI which am in
turn set by thd design mquhaont. Thue, tho output c v t I. is controlled by pmpm
choice of RL,
The inverting amplifier circuit 'can be used for multiplication and division. l$e output
voltage is RpIR, time the input voltage. If tho input voltage rrrprw~sntsI& numbor
then tho output voltage will be equal to that number multiplied by the Paotor RF/RI'
Tho ratio RFIRI is under the control of tho war and can weume any valub. Dy
making RI greater than Rp the invarting amplifior can be used for divirim.
nfi

Design nn amplifer wine op amp 741C and VI d 1V for a gain of -8 and with I.
of 0,9 mA,

I
I

.L-:.

Solution:

'.

,

Using equation (8.1)

VI

Im-m-

:

R,

1v
1om

= 0.1 mA

From equation (8.5),

I L a I,- I = 0 . 9 d - O.lmA=O.8mA

Hence,for the required design RI = 10 k i l and RF = 80 kR and RL = 10 kR. The dc
bias for the op amp should be well above the expected output. In this example Vo is
-8V, therefore a S V power supply will not be a good choice, for -8V would be
just equal to -V,,
Therefore, a greater value of power supply is chosen, ilOV or
above.

SAQ 1
What is the output voltage in the circuit given below?
P

8.3

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER

Tho oirouit given in Fig.8.2 in for a n o n - i n v m 8mplifier. In thin cirowit RI
continue to bo connaoted as in fhb case of inverting amplifier oxcapt that the RI is
ground as shown and tho input voltage VI is given to the n o n - i n v e (+) input
pin 3,

.
-8.2:

*

Nan-Inverting ampllfler.

For fhb roasona disowned in the preview sootion, tho i n v w input pin 2 iu also at
the samo voltage at whioh non-inverting input pin 3 in. Thus, the pin 2 h at +b ,
whioh scdu the cumat II through Rp Tho voltago drop acro8e RI being V, we got

Obviously, II flows fiom pin 2 to the ground. For tha samo reasons, I' tho cumolt
flowthrough RF hu to be equal to I, i.e. I = I, = I, Thus, the m t I flow
from output terminal pin 6 to pin 2 to ground. Hance, the output pin 6 in at a grate@
potential than pin 2. Sinw fhb load miutor RL is now in parallel with tho Bcaios
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combination of R, and RF therefore the output voltage is equal to the sum of voltage
across RI and RF Thus
V*=V,+&

,

Or the closed loop gain of the amplifier is

Notice that ACL has the same sign as the input voltage 5 i.e. positive. For this
reason, we call such an amplifier to be a non-inverting amplifier. Notice further that
in this case also the gain depends upon the values of RF and RI and notjon the
parameters of the operational amplifier. However, the gain is always greater than
unity. The ratio R f i can be made as small as possible and the gain can be made
close to unity, but ~t can never be less than unity. Pin 6 being at a potential greater
than the ground potential, therefbre the load current 1, flows from pin 6 to ground
through the load resistor RL.

Example:
Design an amplifier using op a&p 741C and VI of O.2V for a gain of +10 with lo of
0.1 mA.
Solution:
Choose RI = 10 kn.
Given ACL= +10

=

1 + (RF/RI)

or

RF/R,=lO-1=9

or

RF = 9RI = 90 kR

I = V,IRI = 0.2V/10

=

0.02m.A.

From lo = I + I,, we get
or

lo = 0.02 +VoIRL = 0.1 mA

or

Vo/RL = (0.1

or

RL = 2V/0.08 mA = 25 kC2.

- 0.02)mA = 0.08 mA

Hence, for the required design RI = 10 MI,RF = 90 kR and RI = 25 kSZ.
SAQ 2
What is the gain of the amplifier shown in the. figure given below?

8.4

Appllcatlons of Operational
4mpMen

INVERTING ADDER

The inverting amplifier configuration of the op amp is useful in many applications.
The inverting amplifier can be used for multiplication and division as stated in
section 8.2. The circuit of Fig.8.1 has only one input through RI. The number of
inputs can be increased to any number. Consider the circuit given in Fig.8.3 in which
there are three resistors as input resistors connected to pin 2 and a common RF for
all the Ris. Since the pin 3 is grounded, pin 2 is at OV.
The current flowing through RF is the sum of all the currents reachii~gsumming point
S at pin 2. These current are set by VIl and RI1 V, and R, and V, and R,.
Therefore,

The output voltage Vo is

And if all the resistors are of same value, i.e R = RF = RI1 = Rn = R, ken we get

Thus the output of this circuit is the sum of all the input voltages. This circuit is
known as inverting adder. The negative sign indicates 180° phase change between the
input and the output.

If all the Rl's are chosen to be same and RF is of different value then the output
voltage will be

Vo

= - (VIl

+ Vn + V,)

(8.10)

This equation indicates that the sum of the input is multiplied by a factor RF/RI
which is under the control of the user. In this equation if RF/RI is made equal to
1l3, then the resulting amplifier is averaging amplifier.
The circuit of Fig.8.3 has several applications. Apart from the applications mentioned
above if the circuit is made with different values of'Ris as shown, then Eq.8.8
suggests that the output voltage is the sum of all the outputs corresponding to each
input. Such a circuit is also used in digital to analog conversion (which will be
discussed in Unit 12, Block 4). Alternatively, all the inputs need not be used. Only
one may be used at a time. In that situation, this circuit is being used for different
gains set by dserent Ris. Such a circuit can be used as a channel amplifier.

Fl8.8.3: Inverting adder.

V

f

a-

~ n t r p t n ~l ~ m d t a

Example:

I

Design a 4-channel inverting amplifier using op\ amp 741C with gains -20, -15, ,-lo,
and -5.
Solution:
Make a $-input inverting amplifier circuit as shown in Fig.8.4. The Eq.8.8 is
rewritten for four inputs as follows

I

It is clear that the gain of each channel can be changed independently by changing
the input resistor. We have

A,,

=

RF
RF
RF
,AcL2= - A C L ~= -A"
Rn
R
A

R~l

=

RF

Choose the vdue of RIequal to 10 k$l for tha channel with the highest gain,
in this example, Find out the value of RF 8s

A,,

= -20 =

RF =
-

i.0 -20

RF

Rll

10

KZ

I

-

F1&8.4: Fouplnput Invertlag rmpllfler.

Thus RF.= 20 x 10 200 kn. With the ?hua obtained value of Rp find tlie V ~ W Bof
R i a for 0 t h ohmela.
~
.For ohannel2, ACL2= -15 = 200/Rn
For ohsnnel3, Am = -10 = 200/Rn
R, = 200/10 = 20m
or
For channol4, Am = -3 = 200/R14

-

I

The design result can be summarised as follows
Channel
1

A,

4

-20

10 rn

2

-15

13.33 kS1

!I
I

-5

4'

40162

SAQ 3
What is the output of the circuit given below?
,

70 m

t5v

,8.5

0

1
9
.
R
I..

I

BASIC DIFFERENTIATOR

Fig.(8.5) shows the circuit for basic differentiator which prfonns tho mathematical
operation of cliffemtiation. Tha output wavoforrn is the derivative of the input
w a d o m . The difforontiator circuit is obtained by replacing R, of an invding
amplifier by a capacitor, while rest of the circuit romaine the same. For tho reasons
discwscd in the case of inverting amplifier, the curront Ic flowing through tho
capaoitor C should be equal to the current I' flowing through the rosintor Rp Thus

-

1,
The curront Ic flows fiom tho generator to pin 2 &om where it flow through Rp
The pin 2 being at OV, the voltage drop across C is V' and tho drop across RF is
-Vo b a l l that tho currant flowing through a capacitor C is C times the rato of
change of voltage across tho capacitor, Thomforo
42
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and
Thus we get

Rearranging, we get

If the product RpCI = 1, then

Thus the output voltage is the negative derivative of the input voltage V;. If the input
waveform is a sine wave, then the output waveform will be a cos'ine wave. And if
the input waveform is a square wave, then the output wavefotin will be a spike wave
from as shown in the Fig.8.6.

Flg.8.6: Output of a baslc dlfferentlator when input is (a) sine wave and

-

(b) square wave.

SAQ 4
~ i n dthe output waveform for the basic differentiator shown below.
+1S v

I

I

I

8.6

BASIC INTEGRATOR
I

Fig.(8.7) shows the circuit for a basic integrator which performs the mathematical
operation of integration. The output waveform, Yo, is the integral of the input
waveform, V,. The integrator circuit is obtained by replacing the resistor RF by a
capacitor CF in the circuit of inverting amplifier, while rest of the circuit remaining
s h e . For the reasons stated in the case of inverting amplifier, the current II flowing
through the resistor RI has to be equal to the current IF flowing through the capacitor
c, Thus

The current I' flows from the generator to din 2 and from it flows through the ,
capacitor CF. The pin 2 being at OV, the voltage drop across RI = VI and that across
CF is -YO. Therefore,

and

Thus

= CF (-VO)

I

Vo

or

=

--

1

4%

+ constant of integration

VIdt + constant of integration

(8.13)

The constant of integration is proportional to the value o f v o at 6me t = 0. The
Eq.(8.13) shows that the output is directly proportional to the integral of the input
voltage waveform. If the product RICF is made equal to 1 and constant of integration
is 0, then we get

If the input waveform is sine wave then the output waveform is cosine wave. And if
the input wavefonn is a square wave, then the output waveform is n triangular wave
as shown in Fig.8.8.

FIg.8.8: Output of r barlc Integrator when Input Ir (a) quare wrvc (b) lhro wave
I

SAQ 5

\

' ~ r a c ethe output wavfqrm for tho &sic integrator shown below.

\

1

I!

8.7

FEEDBACK IN OP AMP

h the beginning of this unit, two simplifying assumptions were made. Consequently,
it was practically taken that no current enters the pin 2 and the current flowing
through RI has to be equal to that flowing through RF. The pins 2 and 3 were also
taken at the same potential. This made the derivations to be quite simplistic.
However, the situation is not so. Some current, howsoever small, enters the op amp
giving rise to some voltage drop across the input. A mention was made about the
negative feedback, but it was not described. Let us see whether the realistic analysis
of the circuits used above leads to the same results. The closed loop amplifiers
considered above have all been negative feedback amplifiers.
In an amplifier with feedback, there are two basic netivorks. One is the amplifier and
another is feedback network which feeds back a part of the output voltage to the
input. If the feedback voltage adds to the input voltage, then the feedback is,known
as positive feedback. Positive feedback increase the gain. If the feedback voltage is
such that it decreases the input voltage, then tlle feedback is known as the negative
feedback, Negative feedback decreases the gain. A description of advantages and
disadvantages of negative and positive feedback is beyond the scope of this unit.
Therefore, this aspect will not be considered here,
Consider the circuit shown in Fig.8.9. The output terminals are connected to the
feedback network and the output of the feedback network is connected in series with
the input voltage source. Thus the input voltage VI in this configuration goes to the
non-inverting input pin 3 and the feedback voltage VFgoes to the inverting input
pin 2.

Fig.8.9: Feedback in op amp.
Let us consider the non-inverting circuit of Fig.8.2 which is redrawn here as shown
in Fig.8.10. Comparing this circuit with that of Fjg.8.9, we find that RI and RF form
a feedback network. The output voltage Vo is dropped across the series combination
of R, and RF. The voltage drop across R, is the feedback voltage V' and is applied
to the inverting input pin 2. The input voltage V, is applied to the non-inverting input
pin 3.
+vcc
A

l---------_---------I

Fig.8.10: Non-inverting amplifier circuit of Fig.ld2 redrawn.

Appllcuttons of Operntiond

AmpUficrs
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Recall that the closed loop gain AcL is defined as

The output voltage Vo, in the circuit of Fig.8.10 is
Yo

=A,

(Vl

- V2)

(8.15)

where VI is the input voltage V, and V2 is the feedback voltage VF. Thus considering
division of Vo by the feedback network across RI and RF, we get

Putting for Vl and V2 in Eq.(8.15), we get

Rearranging, we get

Since the value of AOL is ideally infinite, and for op amp 741C it is 200,000, i.e.
7 lo5, therefore
. ..
Thus

Thus the equation for AcL for the non-inverting amplifier is same as obtained earlier
in section 8.3 through the Eq(8.7). Hence the assumptions made by us in the
error, rather helped us solving various
beginning did not cause any mathematical
networks in a simplified way.

8.8

SUMMARY
Infmite open loop gain of an ideal op amp is of no use in most of the
applications af the op amp, and therefore externai circuitary is used to control
the gain of the amplifier.

0

With the use of the feedback resistor R, connecting pins 6 and 2, h e closed
loop gain of an op amp can be controlled.
Inverting amplifier gain is absolutely dependent on the feedback resistor RF and
input resistor Rp Negative sign in the equation for its gain means that there is a
phase change of 180° between the input voltage and the output voltage. Because
of this reason, it is called inverting amplifier. Input voltage is supplied to pin 2
!
in this case.

32

I

I

!

j

Inverting amplifier can be used as a multiplier and divider.
0

0

In non-inverting amplifier, there is no phase change between the input and
output voltages. The'input is given to the pin 3. The closed loop gain of this
amplifier is always greater than unity.
Inverting amplifier can have several inputs with common feedback resistor
Such a circuit can be used as an adder, average and channel amplifier.
In a basic differentiator, the input resistor is replaced by a capacitor. The
output waveform of the differentiator is the derivative of the input waveform.

0

In a basic integrator, the feedback resistor is replaced by a capacitor. The
output waveform of the integrator is the integral of the input waveform.

0

Closed loop gain of the op amp can also be derived from the negative feedback
considerations. Such a derivation shows that the assumption of pins 2 and 3 at
the same potential, though not exactly true, helps us in deriving results in a
simplified way.

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

8.9
I)

Design an amplifier using op amp 741C fo; a gain of -20 for an input of
O.5V and an output current of 5 mA.

2)

Identify the circw;ifiven below and determine the amount of output current. '
What changes should be made in the circuit so that output current is doubled
without changing the gain of the amplifier?

3)

. Design an amplifier using op arkp 741C for a gain +19. If the input voltage of
0.5V is to be amplified with an output current of 5mA, determine the value of
the load resistor.

4)

Design a two-channel amplifier with gains -8 and -17.

5).

Design a differentiating circuit the output of which is twice the derivative of the
bput signal:

6) 'Design an integrating circuit the output of which is one-fiflh the integral of the,
input signal.
I

8.10

SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS

SAQe
1.

I

The output voltage is -VSAT (Note that the gain of the amplifier is -10. With
+2V input, the output should be -20V. However, ths output cannot be greater
than +VaT and less than -VSAT.Therefore the output is -VaT which is
approximately -13 ',' )

Apglicatlom of Operational
Ampllffers
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2.

This is a non-invedng amplifier and its gain is 1 + RF/Rp With RF
and RI = 15 mathe gain of the amplifier is 6 .

3.

The circuit is far an inverting adder. The output voltage is

4.

The output waveform is as given below.

5.

The output waveform is as given below.

1)

Choose the value of RI = 1Okl-I. Therefore, for ACL.= 20a
RF = -A,.R,

= 200 kSZ.

,

=

75K.I

-

Now I = 0,5 V/lOk!J = 0.05mA.

Therefore, the required design is RI = 10kn, RF
rt 15 V power supply.

2)

= 200 kSZ,

and RL =' 2 k n . Use

The given circuit is for an inverting amplifier with gain = -43. The output
voltage is -4.5 V.
Now I,=

I

+ I,

=

1VIlOk + 4.5V/5kQ

= 0.1 mA + 0.9mA = I mA.

For doubling the output current without changing the gain of the amplifier, IL
should be = 1.9 mA.
Therefore, RL = 4.5Vl1.9 mA = 2368SZ.
Thus, the value of RL should be reduced from 5 162 to 2368 SZ.
3)

The (+) sign with gain +19 means that a non-inverting amplifier is desired the
gain of which is 1 + RF/RI. It means that RFIR, should be 18. Choose
R, = 10 kSZ, then RF = 180 kSZ. The output voltage is Vo = 19 x 0.5 V =
9.5 v .
Now I. = I+IL= 5 m A = 0.5Vl10 kK?

Thus the required design is R,
* 2 m.
4)

=

+ IL

10 kR, RF = 180 kSZ, and RL = 1919 SZ or

This is a two input inverting adder. Choose RI1 for channel-1 with gain -17.
Therefore, RF = 170 kS2 which is common to both the inputs. To find Rl2 for
the channel-2, we have RFlK12 = -8. Or Rn = 170 kK?/8 = 21.25 kS2.
Thus the required design is R,, = 10 k n , R12 = 21.25 or = 20 162,
RF = 170 kS2, and choose KL = 5 ,kSZ (as no current requirement is stated).

5)

Basic differentiator output is Vo = -R,C,dv,ldt.
C, = 1 pF, then KF = 2 MSZ SO thaf RFC, = 2.

Given is R,C,

=

2. Choose

Thus with C, = 1 pF and RF = 2 M a , the output will be twice the derivative
of the input signal.
6)

1
Basic integrator output is Vo = - - Y,dt
RI C,
For the output to be one-fifth of the integral of the input, R,CF should be = 5.
Therefor, choose CF = 1 pF, then R, = 5 MR so that RICF = 5. Thus, with
RI = 5 MSZ and CF = 1 pF, the output of the basic integrator will be one-fifth
of the integral of the input signal.

